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INTERIORS INSPIRATION: PRETTY PASTELS

Welcome to Little Miss Homes, one of the UK's top
interiors inspiration & lifestyle blogs. I created Little
Miss Homes as a way to share my passion for all
things property related. Appreciating, emphasising
and celebrating beauty and originality in your
surroundings is so important and I love helping
people achieve this. Whether developing or
renovating to turn a house into a home or redesigning and updating to create a unique and
memorable space, it's the style, personality and
details that make all the difference between
average and unforgettable, between beige and
bright! I hope you enjoy the blog and look forward to
hearing your comments.

I was so excited when I recently stumbled across the super talented designer Jess Laver's website on a recent
internet inspiration trawl! A girl after my own heart, she is a fan of soft colours and creates effortless, elegant spaces
and with a natural feeling of calm. I want to move straight into this house and can already imagine myself curled up
on that gorgeous soft bed with a good book! If you are looking for create calm and a real sanctuary in your home,
then pastels are the way to do it. As always if you keep the background neutral you can always add splashes of
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colour to reflect your mood or the seasons.
Apologies for the recent period of calm on the blog - I've been on holiday for a few weeks, but blogging will resume
as normal from next week!
LMH
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If you like this post and want to be kept up to date with all things Little Miss Homes then you can
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subscribe here, follow me on Bloglovin or join my page on facebook.
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79 Ideas
MINIMALISTIC AND FEMININE BEDROOM I'm pretty sure that for some of us the
combination between minimal and feminine in
the bedroom is impossible, simply because all
the girls in the world ...

The Online Stylist
Style snaps: a blustery day - Beanie – Hush :
Similar at ASOS Sunglasses – Michael Kors :
Similar Michael Kors pair here Scarf – Zara :
Also love this one at Hobbs Coat – Gap :
Similar ...

The Londoner
The Monkey Temple - I should probably start
this post by explaining that I hate zoos. I
understand that there are exceptions and that
many zoos help animals thrive and bree...

Baby Blog UK
Baby Activities - Going to the Playground - It
doesn't seem all that long ago, that my sister
and I went to the playground with my four-year
old nephew, and tiny-weeny Ivo in a Babybjorn.
My nephew r...

Joy As It Flies
Self Service - Any regular readers (and I still
don't really believe that means anyone aside
from Grandfather, my friends Kim and Simon
and my sisters, but the statistics...

Bootique
Get your body back.....after baby! - So within 14
months I have gone from having no children to
having 2! Throughout both my pregnancies I did
low impact exercise mostly swimming as I lived
i...

Stylizimo
Customized shelving - This summer I made a
new shelving beside and behind our sofa, as
we were in lack of place to have books and
decoration. I would of course loved to have
Mon...
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4 COMMENTS:

Anonymous 20 August 2013 15:14
Always such inspiring posts.....
Reply

Sarah Kim 21 August 2013 16:24
Beautiful! Can I request something for the next post? I'm moving into a yellow bedroom for school and I've
got a rich chestnut brown writing desk. I would love to see or hear how you would work with yellow and
make it look elegant!
Blessings,
Sarah
http://walkingdowngardenst.blogspot.ca/
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karenanita 8 September 2013 20:46
I absolutely adore all the greys. I think they're really sophisticated and a lovely neutral alternative to vanilla
walls. Love this post :)
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